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fail game; dont buy it!. Just buy it. So different. Great experience. Not your father's bowling. Played for just 1\/2 hr and
impressed how different this is with some great environments. Only played local(single). Price is close to free.. Trading cards
master race.. Wosrt Graphics Bad game Bad gameplay Yes... I would love to actually play the game but it keeps crashing at the
berserk knight. A highly recommended model of the DB BR 101. Definitely more of a physical simulated loc compared to the
old Kuju models. It has all the complexity you may want, but perhaps not for the novice TS player. Looks and sounds are also
great. There are apart from the standard traffic red livery two other special liveries: Natur and Stadtwerke.
The EBuLa specific for the Koeln-Koblenz route is a nice touch. Note: you can find on the Virtual Railroads (the developer) a
tool to install (not create!) other screens for other routes. Unfortunately only in German.
The three scenarios are nice, but not amazing good. On my PC the Koeln-Koblenz route is already stressing things
performance wise; with this loco sometimes things became a stutter fest.
Keep in mind that buying this DLC does not automatically update\/upgrade the Kuju models, nor does it update the
BR 101 models that are part of other routes such as Hamburg-Hanover.
This model is technical the same BR 101 \/ Bpmbdzf IC EL as sold by Virtual Railroads, but packed as a separate asset.
You have to make the trade-of as the Virtual Railroads pack comes with a steering wagon and this DLC does not. The
DLC gives you three scenarios and you can get potentially Workshop scenarios while the Virtual Railroads one does
not have any scenarios included. There are scenarios available thanks to the German rail community, but those usually
require a lot of additional add-ons and are (obviously) written in German.

[Edit]: Hopefully better English.. This game is a unique gem. It is unlike any other game, and yet is very satisfying. It's
easy to get lost (litterally) in the exponential world of Hyperogue, and if you like exploration and discovery, it might be
for you.

Collecting the sheer mass of badges is extremely fullfilling and watching your kill counters and trophies rise is the
main drive for gameplay.

Really great game, I would definitelly recommend.. Solid end to the Doorways series. Each act focuses on a different
member of the Torres family, who challenge us to pay attention to our surroundings, complete mind-bending puzzles
and think outside of the box, all the while providing us with more than a fair share of horrific imagery.

Definitely worth a play, especially if you've enjoyed the previous Doorways games.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZdbT8wS0O9M&list=PL3AISiWybyWeyLt9R6cxbZz4u6_y0XuTb

. While the DLC itself is good, there is no one playing it, so i cannot recomend buying it because of that.

 But of course, this is not developers fault, but the fact is that the playerbase is small, so unless you are planing to buy it with a
few friends, i do not recomend because you will not find public games going on.

 But if you are reading this, i DO recomend that you buy the maingame, since is is awesome.. Very good visual story with an
interesting presentation. I decided to try several variations to look at different endings and now I can say that the game
impressed me. The authors allow the player to make a choice independently and the variability we see immediately at the
beginning of the game. I also liked the graphic part and art-design of this game, and this undoubtedly distinguishes the novel
from the other. The good news is that the developers will continue to publish new chapters and work on the game.
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Pros:

played this game after listening to my drake sadboi playlist

Julie best grill cause she calls you papi

steam allows for offline mode and hide game for your library

-Cons:

played this game after listening to my drake sadboi playlist

game seems to have indirect shots at my character

i bought this game

10/10. While the game itself, like it's predecessor Pixel Puzzles Japan, is quite enjoyable, it still has the same key issue: you
cannot save the puzzles, a thing you can do with real life puzzles even. It is also somewhat easier than the Japan version due to
using drawings instead of photographs.

There's a tacked on "survival mode" with a shooting game going on in the lower part of the screen, as a kind of hard mode. A
nice idea, but mediocre in execution.

Images vary from good with funny motifs to half amateurish, which is a shame. There's fifteen puzzles in total, if they had gone
with their better illustrator for all of them it would have uplifted the whole game.

What finally prompted me to go for a negative rating (instead of saying it's mediocre and still giving it a thumbs up) has to be
that one last achievement though. Completionists, stay away from this unless you are prepared to suffer!
There's a menu mini game, which has several achievements tied to it. Some of them are for killing a certain amount of menu
zombies. The first ones stack, the last one apparently doesn't. So essentially I'd have to start all over again for that last one,
because I was tricked into believing I could give my eyes a rest after over an hour of the most boring(!) achievement hunt
period.
Doing hard achievements is one thing (and welcome), but this was simply a sadistic and dirty move from the devs on behalf of
hunters. So, to return that "favor": here you go, Decaying Logic, while being overall not very much disappointed by the game, I
choose to make that one, tiny last bit under my review a big thumbs down. Feels good, feels right, doesn't it?. Full disclosure: I
think these games, mechanically, are pretty bad. There's barely enough to do to warrant one playthrough, let alone dozens to get
all the endings.

The whole game is basically a series of menus, where you decide what your daughter will do with her time. Your interactions
with her are basically limited to saying hello, praising her, or scolding her. You also have to manage your money, while you
choose which types of classes to send her to, and or have her do part time jobs. Trying to find the balance on your own is fun
once or twice through, but again, there's really very little to do.

That said, it's an enjoyable enough game when you know what you're getting yourself into. The translation isn't fantastic, but it's
perfectly coherent. The bugs everyone in the negative reviews must have mostly been fixed, because in one and a half
playthroughs the only glitches I've encountered are the Princess and Southern Kingdom Princess achievements triggering for no
reason.

tldr; if you liked Princess Maker 2, you'll probably also like this one. They're not that different though, so if you played it a ton
you might be burned out on the concept.

[edit] I finished my second playthrough and never got the trophy for befriending Ariel, despite having done that. So, I guess
there are still some trophy glitches. Oh well, still not a deal breaker.. awesome business game. Fun concept plus a solid
refinement in the building UI controls compared to other games with similar mechanics, such as Poly Bridge and Forts.. Funny,
good length, not too difficult and good music.
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Really enjoyable for a quick game :poopsmile:. What a pile of crap
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